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Clustering
TaskOfUnsupervised learning 1just data no labels

Aim Take data Points vectors Xi Xn
Andidentify groupsof closelyrelated Points
These groups or clusters generally contain
Points that are close to one another but
far from points outside theircluster

Note thechoice of distancegreatlyaffects the
outcome

Estimatingthenumber of clusters canbe
challenging but generally heuristics like
elbowPlots or the spectralgap can beused

Off the Shelf Clustering methods
2 K means

Identify k Clusters whosepoints haveminimum
within cluster sum of squared distance

me eq.IEcxi cjl2zgdiatuqepojntgiisin
Here Cj themean of clutter j
Thisleadsto spherical lookingclusters
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iscalled K mediods



Choice of k Oftenrelies on an elbow Plot
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2 Hierarchical clustering

Tree based clustering algorithm that seeks clusters
with minimum within clusterdistance
Distances of Pointtopoint and clustering toPoint
arechosen by theater Dissimilarity linkagemetric
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3 Points

3 spectralclustering

Motivated bynon sphericalclustersthatshare some
basic shapeconnectivity

It is a graphbasedmethod
pseudocode withno furtherdescription
1 Takesthesimilaritymatrix ofPointsandcalculates
thegraphLaplacian

2 Performs eigen decomposition oftheLaplacian



31 Stacks k smallest eigenvectorssidebysidein a matrix X

4 Clusters rows of X Uling Kmeans
Formoreinfo see VonLUXbourg's ATutorial of
spectralclustering

Themost common clusteringalgorithms are not basedon
any model ofthedata
Therearemodelbased clusteringmethods whichassume thatthedata come from a mixture of distributions
when looking at a histogram ofdata if weseebimodal
or Polymodal curves we maybelieve that a mixture
model i e a model wheredata comes from somemixture
ofdistributions bestfits thedata

Commonexample

Gaussianmixturemodel

Xi pN M 0,2 t l P N Ma Tz
2

Here P probabilityOfcoming from the N M F 2

Aim Estimate p Mi T2 Mz 2

Clustering objective Estimate theprobabilityof eachdata point Xi coming fromclutter1 or 2

Pyem2
Let Ci the cluster for dataPoint i
Aim Calculate Pk Ig

Precision Jz
Prior Cin Discreteuniform 1,27

Jeffrey this gives equalProbabilities tobothclustersbut
n we know the IPCCis 1 p

Engr SO we incorporate this anddraw Ci from a categorical
distribution w ProbabilitiesCP l P at Our prior



Priors on otherparameters 0,2 Uniform10 100

Tz Uniform 0 100

Reasonable Mi NC120,100
fromlooking at Mz N 190 100thehistogram

we havepriors for Mi Mz TI TI Ci Cn
and the data generating process for Xl Xm
Gaussianmixturemodel So now we can useMCMC to
calculatePosteriors for each parameter

Mr
observed

data

Abouttheexam Chapter3TSlides
Is pseudocode correct

what algorithmis it
calculatevalues based onthepseudocode

DiagnosticplotsforMCMC
Understandhow tomodel a Markov chain
Bayesian clustering

pagerank 1 Markovchain


